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Abstract 

GEOMAP is an interactive FORTRAN program package to digitize and 
draw high quality map type graphs with the aid of a 
micro/minicomputer. The original version is written for a Hewlett 
Packard HP 7221A flat bed plotter (controlled by the HP-Plot/ 21 
software) in conjunction with a PDP LSI-11 computer under the RT-11 
operating system. Other versions for other computera and HP
plotters controlled by the HP ISPP software are in preparation. 
Five basic functions are available: (ll digitizing graphie features 
Ce.g. mapsl, (2) plotting digitized features and numerical data in 
different forma (labels, circles, symbolsl, (3) annotating of the 
maps with labels and legends, (4) filling areas with patterns (e.g. 
equally spaced lines or points of a certain colour), (5) Auxiliary 
data processing (restructuring files, conversion of data formats, 
etc.). GEOMAP is essentially a drafting aid to create maps showing 
the geographic distribution of a large number of field and 
laboratory data. 

Resumé 

GEOMAP est un ensemble de programmes interactifs écrit en FORTRAN 
qui sert à digitaliser et à dessiner sur papier des cartes ou toute 
sorte de graphique. La version originale est écrite pour un 
miniordinateur PDP LSI-11 (dirigé par le système RT-11) et un 
traceur Hewlett Packard 7221A (dirigé par le logiciel HP Plot/21). 
Des versions modifiées pour différents traceurs de Hewlett Packard 
(dirigés par le logiciel HP ISPPl et autres ordinateurs sont en 
préparation. GEOMAP offre les cinq fonctions de base suivantes: (1) 
digitalisation d'objets graphiques (p.ex. cartes), (2) tracage 
d'objets digitalisés et de données numériques en différentes formes 
(étiquettes, cercles, symboles), (3) étiquettage de cartes ou 
graphes (étiquettes simples ou entières legendesl, (4) remplissage 
de surfaces avec des trames Chachurage etc.), (5) remaniement des 
données (restructuration de fichiers, conversion de données ayant 
un autre format etc.l. En bref, GEOMAP est essentiellement une aide 
graphique pour l'établissement de cartes de distribution de 
nombreuses données collectées sur terrain ou au laboratoire. 
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I. OVERVIEW 
.,..,..,..,..,..,..,..,..,..,..,. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The GEOMAP graphies package has been written to rationalize the 
work of all those who have a large number of different data to be 
portrayed on a map-type graph. It is essentially a drafting aid and 
ie particularly ueeful for those who need varial>le features of a 
topographie map as their drafting base and intend to annotate their 
graphs with labels and text. Once all the necessary information is 
stored on disk, the desired map can be drafted at any desired scale 
within the physical limita of the plotter and portions can be 
enlarged for detailed inspection and drafting. Typical applications 
include the geographic distribution of mineral associations, rock 
and mineral chemistry, ages, calculated pressures and temperatures, 
etc. on the same topographie base (hydrological net, geological 
map, altitude lines etc.) at different scale and size. 

The package contains five groupa of programs which provide the 
following tasks : 

Digitizing graphie features, including the creation of a 
stuctured topographie map-file containing the coordinates. 

- Plotting digitized features (contents of a map 
lines and symbols, and optionally numerical 
concerning sample localities (data stations). 

- Plotting labels or whole legends. 

file), that is 
or symbol data 

- Filling a~eas with lines or points of variable patterns (e.g. 
hatchingl. 

- Auxiliary data proceeeing : Data extraction from files, ordering 
of a file, conversion from different map file formats, conversion 
of data formats for other graphie programs. 

The program language of the original version is FORTRAN IV ext. The 
original version has been developed on a POP LSl-11/23, 16 bit 
minicomputer in conjunction with a Hewlett Packard flat bed plotter 
HP 7221A ( four pens, paper format A3l using the HP Plot/21 
subroutine library. Versions for other computera and HP- plotte·rs 
are in preparation *· Details of suitable hardware and software are 
given in the appendix. 

* At printing time a FORTRAN 77 version of the program MAPPLO (see 
I.3) using the HP ISPP software is available on the NORSK multi
user computer system of the University of Lausanne, using a HP 
7585B plotter. 
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2. DIGITIZING GRAPHIC FEATURES <PROGRAM MAPDIG, OVERVIEW) 
11 11 tt 11 11 11 11 11 11 Il If II t1 If 11 11 Il Il Il Il Il Il tl Il II lt II Il 11 11 lt Il U Il Il Il Il Il Il Il 11 U Il H Il j l Il Il Il Il Il Il Il Il Il Il Il 

2.1 Purpose and Procedures 

--------------------------MAPDIG allows manual digitizing of any graphie feature (points, 
lines) in two dimensions and creates a corresponding coordinate 
file (map file). Originals may be topographie maps, thematic maps, 
any type of diagram or line drawings. 

In contrast to other installations where the digitizing of graphie 
features is done separately using a digitizing tablet or an optical 
scanner, MAPDIG uses the plotter pen to digitize. This may appear 
less elegant than other systems, but it allows interactive 
correction of already digitized maps. 

For plotters limited to A3-formats, the maximum dimensions of the 
original document are 40 X 28 cm. 

1.2.2 Options and Procedures 
_______ _____ N ______________ _ 

To initialize the digitizing, the absolute coordinate values of the 
lower left and the upper right corner of the original must be typed 
in. 

The lines and points have to be digitized point by point by the 
operator. Each digitized object can be attributed to one of the 
following five object classes and needs an alphanumeric string for 
identification (e.g. SAMP-1, Rhone river, Lausanne, Matterhorn, 
Aarmassif etc.): 

1. Sample localities: single points with a centered 
special symbol 

2. Rivers and lakes : set of points, i.e.lines with a special 
colour or pattern 

3. Mountains : single points with a special symbol 
4. Villages, towns etc. : single points with a special symbol 
5. Boundaries (frontiersl : set of points, i.e. lines with a 

special colour or pattern. 

During the digitizing process, the coordinates of the digitized 
points are automatically written on a map file, together with their 
identification string. 
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3. PLOTl'ING DIGITIZED FEATURES (PROGRAM MAPPLO, OVERVIEW) 
Il Il Il fi If If O 11 lt Il Il Il Il Il li IJ fJ Il .U U U li II U Il Il 1.1 Il Il Il Il tl IJ Il U Il Il II If Il Il il Il Il li Il 11 fi Il Il Il Il Il Il Il H il 

3.1 Purpose __ ,,,, __ ,., ____ _ 
MAPPLO reads and selects information from a map file (created by 
MAPDIG) and optionally from a numerical data file, and produces 
coloured graphs containing the selected information. 

3.2 Options _,,,,,, _______ _ 

"Full area maps (global map)", i.e. comprising the whole 
coordinate frame originally digitized or a only a portion of it, 
corresponding to a reduced coordinate frame ("part map"). 
- Coordinate frame labeled with ticks and numbers 
- Haps at different scales within the physical forreat limitations 
of the used plotter. 
- All or only one class of objects of the map-file, i.e. only the 
river net or the sample localities, etc, 
- Haps containing data from different map files on the same paper 
sheet. 
- Plotting information of a numeric data file which contains, e,g. 
concentrations for each sample locality. In this case numerical 
datais either translated into a circle proportional to the numbers 
of the file or the numbers are plotted adjacent to the sample 
locality. 
- Labels (names) that belong to a point type object. 
- Symbole at the coordinate location of a sample locality. 

4. PLOTl'ING LABELS AND LEGENDS (PROGRAM SERIES MAPLAB, OVERVIEW) 
Il Il lt 11 Il Il O fi 11 Il Il Il Il Il Il Il Il Il Il li Il Il il Il I l fi Il O Il Il Il Il I l Il Il If Il Il U il Il II Il U lt H Il Il il li Il O I l Il Il li Il H Il Il Il Il U H 

4.1 General 

Two general remarks seem to be necessary: First, annotating a map 
by hand is rather laborous, but on the other hand cannot be fully 
automatic because of multiple conflict situations. For example a 
label may overwrite features or labels already plotted, or it 
cannot be plotted outside the coordinate frame of a given map 
because that area was not initialized. Second, tao much written 
information on a graphie display may obscure the message of the map 
rather than clarify it. Therefore, an interactive solution to this 
problem seems more appropriate. The compromise we have chosen with 
the various versions of program MAPLAB, allows an alphanumeric text 
string to be written on an existing graph or on a blank sheet of 
paper, independantly of the map - plotting program (MAPPLO). 

4.2 Purpose 

MAPLAB plots titles, identifiers (labels) and/or short texts 
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(legends) on maps, reports, tables, overhead projections etc. 

4.3 Options 

-----------The text can be typed in directly or can be read from a file. The 
height, the proportions of height to width, the text direction and 
the font (character type) can be chosen. Because many of the fonts 
are software generated, thus need a lot of memory, there are 
several programs, each plotting a different font. Appendix A lists 
some of the different characters fonts available. 

5. FILLING AREAS (OVERVIEW) 
11 Il Il Il Il Il Il Il Il Il Il Il Il Il Il l j Il Il I l Il Il I l Il Il U Il Il 

5.1 General 

Areas filled with line or point patterns can be an interesting 
additional graphie feature of a map. Programming such a drafting 
aid is certainly an improvement compared to manually cutting and 
sticking these patterns on a graph. Unfortunately considerable 
interactive work by the operator will still be necessary in order 
to guarantee a satisfying result. 

The HP-software HP-Plot/21 only allows closed areas (contours) to 
be filled with a given pattern, i.e. the first and the last point 
of digitized object must coincide within a certain limit. This is 
not very practical for adjacent areas, where the common boundary 
would have to be digitized twice. The best way to handle this 
problem is to define closed areas composed from different line 
segments between junctions to make up a complete contour (see 
figure on the next page). 

5.2 Def i ning Contours (Program MAPCON, Overview) 

------------------------------------~-----------Purpose: 

MAPCON allows to merge several digitized line type objects 
(segments), which have been digitized separately, to forma closed 
area (contour), which can subsequently be filled with a pattern by 
program HAPPAT. 

Procedure : 

The planning of a pattern filled area must be done during the 
digitizing part of a map project because common frontiers of two 
adjacent areas need to be digitized only once. A carefully labeled 
record of the digitized features is a prerequisite for a successful 
use of the pattern filling program. 
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Example 

Area Boundary 
------------------

. .. . . . . .. ' . . 
. . A .. . . . . . . . . .... . . . . . . . . . . 

4E 
s 

A = 1 

B -3 

C -2 

S:start, 

+ 3 + 2 

+ 5 - 4 

+ 4 + 6 

E: end 

The program MAPCON reads an existing map file containing lines to 
be merged, puts them together as indicated by the operator and 
writes the merged closed area information on a riew map file. 
Thereby, the order of the coordinate pairs is automatically 
reversed, if necessary, to result in continually draftable contours 
(this reversal is indicated by the negative sign in the example 
above). 

5.3 Filling an Area with a Pattern ( Program HAPPAT, Overview) 

--------------------------------------------------------------Purpose : 

HAPPAT fills a closed area with a line or point pattern. 

Options : 

One can either fill existing closed areas of a map file or digitize 
the area to fill at the onset of the program. Point or line 
patterns may be based on 8 line types (see appendix A.5) and on any 
degree of angle and spacing between the lines (ranging from 
normally hatched to completely filled or coloured surfaces). All 
these features can be composed interactively or a predefined set of 
16 patterns may be used. 
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6. AUXILIARY DATA PROCESSING 
U II H O O Il U l i 14 Il O 11 Il U 41 Il Il U Il Il Il U Il li H Il Il U 

This group of programs provides data format conversions and 
regrouping of numerical or map files. 

6.1 Restructuring Data Files (Program MAPORD, Overviewl 
----------~----------------~--------#------------------Purpose : 

MAPORD allows to rearrange Corder) the records of an existing 
numerical data file or a map file. This procedure is often 
necessary because program MAPPLO requires a strict correspondance 
in the order of the sample identifiera on the map and the numerical 
data file. 

Options : 

The final order is either defined by the map file or the order is 
input by the operator. Names (identifiera) which are not retrieved 
will be printed out. 

6.2 Conversion to a GPLOT-File (Program MAPGPL, Overview) 
-~-------------------------------------------------------Purpose : 

MAPGPL converts a map-file created by MAPDIG to a coordinate file 
compatible with the general purpose plotting program GPLOT 
(Perkins, 1983). This allows to plot digitized irregular shaped 
curves or areas together with numerical data on a X-Y diagram. 

Procedures : 

Each object in a GEOMAP map file is written on separate GPLOT 
subfile, The major difference of such a file with respect to a map 
file is its format (coordinate pairs arranged in columnsl. 

6.3 Conversion of Map Files Created Elsewhere (Program MAPCOV) 
--------------------------------------------------------------Purpose : 

MAPCOV converts a map-file created by an other digitizing program 
than MAPDIG to a GEOMAP-map file. This allows to use data that has 
been digitized elsewhere within the frame of GEOMAP. 

Options : 

At present three different versions are available, which allow the 
conversion of the data-files of the following institutions to 
GEOMAP files : GENEC (for data from "Observatoire astronomique de 
l'université de Genève"), LAUSAC ("Centre informatique de l'Uni
Lausanne"), SUISTO ("Institut de Géophysique, Uni-Lausanne"). 
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7. Example of a Graph Created with GEOMAP 
Il t l Il Il V Il JI Il O U Il H Il Il Il Il Il Il Il H Il 11 Il Il Il Il Il Il Il U Il Il Il Il Il Il Il Il lt !I Il 

Detailed information on the character shape, character font, symbol 
and line types available for HP-plotters programmed by the HP 
Plot/21 software are given in appendix A. 
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B. Summary 
11 I l 11 11 0 Il Il Il Il Il 
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II. DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

""""""*"""""""""""""""""" 
chapter, more detailed information is given on the 
options available in the programs, together with some 

an optimal use of them. The different options are 
in the same order as the dialogue appears on the screen. 

1. DIGITIZING (PROGRAM MAPDIG, DETAILS) 
11 11 ri II n U II Il Il Il JI Il U Il Il 11 Il U tl 11 ,, (! tl Il Il 11 Il 11 Il H Il 11 H tl U 11 Il ti Il 

1.1 Digitizing with the Plotter Pen of Flat Bed plotters 

--~-----~--------------------~-------------------------~ 
It is recommended to work on a photocopy of the original map. Thus 
the map is flat and features already digitized can later be marked 
with a fluorescent pen. 

To digitize, you canuse the HP- "digitizing sight" ( a slightly 
magnifying lense-penl or a normal pen. In any case, the pen in 
"stable" no.l will be uaed. In order to digitize a point on your 
map, you must move the pen to this point with the help of the 4 
"arrow"-pushbuttons and position the pen exactly on this point. To 
see exactly where you are, the use of the "pen down"/"pen up" 
puahbuttons will help. If you use a normal pen, you might want to 
mark the already digitized parts of a line in this manner. Once the 
pen ia poaitioned, you push the yellow "enter" puahbutton. The 
reappearance of the light on the the enter pushbutton and a bell 
signal indicatea that the plotter is ready to digitize the next 
point. 

Digitizing with the 4 "arrow" pushbuttons of a HP-plotter instead 
of using a digitizing lense or a pen of a separate digitizing 
tablet, is leaa laborous than you might think. In order to get a 
regular point pattern, you can move the pen with a fixed increment 
in the X-direction and adjust the Y-direction each time, or vice 
versa. During this process, you have the option to display either 
the coordinates of your points as numbers or to have them displayed 
as a map on your screen (only with DEC VT105 or VT125 terminal 
version), in order to control the work already done. The number 
diaplay ia uaually faster. 

Keep alwaya in mind that later in MAPPLO, the plotter will connect 
all the digitized pointa for rivera and boundaries with each other. 
In the case of rivera, you ahould digitize each tributary river 
aeparately under a different name. To finish digitizing line type 
objects (i.e. rivers or boundariea), just digitize the same point 
twice, i.e. you simply press the "enter" pushbutton twice. Now you 
have to specify a name for the completed digitized object (24 
characters maximum, for sample localities it is recommended to use 
only up to 8 in order to be compatible with a numerical file). If 
you digitize more than 100 points at once, without specifying a new 
name, the program will stop and ask you a name. If you are not yet 
done with your object (e.g. Rhone river), you can now continue to 
digitize the same object. At the end you aimply give a slightly 
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different name, e.g. "Rhone river-contl.". 

The following two hints concerning the map file speed operation, 
when MAPPLO is used: Even this is not required by MAPDIG, try to 
have the abjects of the same class in a contiguous section of your 
map file, and put the most frequently used objecta at the beginning 
of the file (i.e. start digitizing those first). Other useful hints 
concerning digitizing surfaces to be filled with patterns are given 
in section II.4. 

1.2 Format of the Map File 

During the digitizing process, each object is automatically stored 
on a so-called map file (default name : MAPDIG.MAP), once the name 
of the object has been typed in. 

The first 4 lines on such a file contain the coordinates of the 
lower left (F-L) and the upper right corner (F-R) of the map. For 
each digitized object (set of coordinates) the stored information 
comprises a code for the object class (negative number of the 
previously introduced object class, e.g. -2 for rivera and lakes, 
cf. section I.1.1.2), the number of coordinate pairs, the 
identification (up to 24 letters) and one pair of coordinates for 
object class 1, 3 and 4, and up to 100 pairs for class 2 and 5 
(memory limitation 1). The format is (I2,I4,24Al) and up to 100 
times (2F7.2), as 18F7.2-fields per line. 

Example of a Map File (each record eut at column 63 by the text 
editor): 

-1 lF-L EXAMP.MAP 
507.00 162.00 

-1 lF-R 
516.00 170.00 

-1 lSAMP-1 
512.93 165.64 

-1 lSAMP-2 
513.55 163.70 

-1 lSAMP-3 
514.86 168.08 

-5 28LAKE1 
508.49 162.99 508.66 162.97 509.01 163.35 509.27 163.27 509.60 

163.77 509.85 163.72 510.31 164.23 511.20 164.50 511.42 165.00 
512.12 165.27 513.28 166.34 514.23 167.22 514.67 167.35 514.77 

168.29 515.18 168.68 515.06 169.05 514.85 169.14 514.72 169.02 
514.75 168.87 512.40 167.08 510.29 165.51 509.31 164.63 509.12 

164.17 508.79 164.09 508.63 163.66 508.26 163.53 508.39 162.99 
508.50 162.97 

-2 l0RIVERl 
508.50 162.97 508.50 162.83 508.72 162.79 508.57 162.59 508.63 

162.53 508.50 162.45 508.36 162.12 508.14 162.06 507.82 162.22 
507.24 162.01 

-2 2RIVER2 
514.73 169.02 514.58 169.20 

-5 10LAKE2 
514.60 170.00 514.27 169.57 514.11 169.08 514.38 168.86 514.52 

169.02 514.57 169.22 514.85 169.47 514.89 169.78 515.05 169.85 
515.08 169.98 

-3 lMOUNTAIN 



508.50 168.44 
-4 lVILLAGEl 

508.03 163.25 
-4 1VILLAGE2 

514,11 166.93 
-2 llB0UNDARY 

- 14 -

510.27 169.99 509.88 169.26 509.26 169.06 509.05 168.66 508.86 
168.76 508.54 168.50 508.34 168.25 508.06 167.90 507.69 168.06 

507.46 167.19 507.00 166.79 

1.3 Other Applications 

Program MAPDIG can also be used to create a sample locality list on 
paper containing the exact coordinates. Digitize the points of 
interest and when you have finished, print out the automa.tically 
created map file, which will contain your sample locality names and 
the coordinates. If you are not happy with its format, you might 
want to modify it with an editor. Of course, any map file can be 
edited and changed or be appended easily (attention the l8F7 . 2 
structure per line must be restored if points are deleted). It is 
also conceivable to digitize your map elsewhere, where e.g. a 
larger paper format is available and to reformat that file to meet 
the format requirements of the map file used in GEOMAP (aee 
chap. II. Sl. The digitized objects need not to .be objecta of a map. 
For example, you might want to digitize complicated curved 
discriminator fields on a compositional diagrarn. In this case 
digitize the deaired curves and convert them ta be comptatible with 
the program GPLOT (E.H.Perkins, 1984) with the aid of progrrun 
MAPGPL ( see chap. II. 5). Then merge this new file with your old data 
file containing your observations and have it plotted by GPLOT. 

2. PLOTI'ING DIGITIZED FEATURES (PROGRAM MAPPLO, DETAILS) 
11 11 U 11 11 Il II l'I 11 11 Il Il 11 11 fi lt Il Il II Il II tl II Il t1 tl 11 11 Il Il II Il U Il 11 0 H Il 11 Jt Il 11 11 11 li II U Il Il Il II Il Il Il Il Il 

2.1 Pen Choice (colours) 

MAPPLO uses the f~llowing default pens (stables) and symbols: 

abject to plot stable no. proposed color default symbol 
------------------- ---------- ------------ --------------
frame and coord.no. 1 black 

sample localities 1 black circle 

rivers and lakes 2 blue continous line 

mountains 3 green triangle 

villages and towns 4 red square 

boundaries 1 black continous line 
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To change pens, refer to the operating (hardware) manual of your 
HP-plotter. There are 10 different pen colours available, 0.3 and 
0.7 mm in thickness. There are also special pens for overhead 
projection transparencies. "Rotring" pens can also be used with a 
special adapter. 

2. 2 Title 

At the beginning of the program execution, a title of up to 70 
characters may be entered on the keyboard. This title is written on 
the map at the end of the plot once the pen is positioned by the 
ope rator. The text of this title ie completely free. Its height is 
2 times larger than the normal label s and is influenced by the 
scale factor. 

2.3 Numerical Files 

Usually these files have a matrix character where each line 
corresponds to the data belonging to a sample locality and column 
variables correspond to different observations made at the sample 
localities. The first column variable contains the sample locality 
identification which should be identical to the one used in the map 
file. The program is dimensioned to allow the processing of 17 
numerical variables which contain the data for each sample 
locality. 

To read the numerical file, there is a default and a free (user 
specified) format. The default is (2A4,17F6.0). If you choose the 
free format, it should start with 2 hollerith fields and may not 
contain more than 17 floating point fields. In addition the chosen 
free format bas to appear on the first line of the numerical file. 

Example of a Numerical File (format 2A4,17F6.0) 

SAMP-1 5. 10. 39. 1. 12. 18. 44. 9 . o. 
9. 14. 7. o. 0.13495. 212. o. 

SAMP-2 7. 17. 54. 1. 7. 28. 41. 11. o. 
14. 10. 5. o. 1. 3274. 250. o. 

SAMP-3 o. 29. 91. 3. 18. 32. 46. 17. o. 
17. 12. 6. o. 6. 193. 624. 8. 

In this example the numbers are chemical concentrations (ppm). 

Special case of "firmware" symbols at sà.mple localities: 

Choose the free format and column no.18 in the dialogue to specify 
a variable. Your file must begin with the format in brackets. 
Suggestion for the format (other possibilities existl: Each line 
should contain first a sample identifier of up to 8 letters and 
second a F3.0 field which contains the symbol number( see appendix 
A.4) as a real number. 
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Example of a Numerical File Containing Symbol Numbers: 

(2A4,F3.0l 
SAMP-1 5. 
SAMP-2 7. 
SAMP-3 O. 

2.4 Select i ng Objecta to be Plotted 

--------~-N~-----------------------
Each of the following object classes may be selected and plotted 
individually: 

(ll Sample localities (without numerical data if no 
numerical file is loaded) 

(2) Fluvial net 
(3) Mountains 
(4) Villages and towns 
(5) Boundaries (e.g. geologic, politic, contour-lines) 

Alternatively, the complete map file may be plotted in a single 
pass (i.e. all 5 object classes). 

~.:,~-~:~-~r::~ 
The pen speed option allows the choice between 1 and 36 cm/sec. 
Optimum for Rotring ink pens is 5cm/sec. Speeds below 3cm/sec can 
lead to buffer overflow in the plotter (see 2.18). 

2.6 Choice of Line Types for Boundaries NNNNN-----------~------------------~---
Boundaries may be plotted using the different standard line types 
provided by the HP-plotter (cf. appendix Al). Default line type is 
1. For rivera the line type is invariably 1. For line types 2 - B, 
the default distance between dots or dashes ("pattern length"l is 
0.1. 

The operator is free to specify the coordinates of the corners of 
the map and to define margina by redefining the coordinates of the 
lower left (F-Ll and upper right corners (F-Rl of the frame. The 
computer displays the F-L and F-R coordinates which are stored on 
the map file and correspond to the corners of the original map 
frame as digitized during the use of the program MAPDIG or another 
digitizing program. If the operator specifies other than the F-L 
and F-R corners, a blank margin appears around the map. This may be 
used for titles and commenta added by the program MAPLAB. This also 
allows even coordinate numbers for the frame. This option is 
available for global and partial maps (see II.2.10). 
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2.8 Size of Pape r Area Used for the Plot (Size of the Mapl 

------------------~---------~-----------------------------At the beginning of all plot actions, the size of the map is 
determined by digitizing the position of the lower left corner (LL) 
on the paper. Before you are asked to digitize this position, the 
plotter moves automatically to a position which normally allows 
coordinate labels plotted on the frame. This LL- position may be 
changed by the operat o r and can be moved fre ely t o change the si z e 
of map. Displa cement t o the lowe r l e f t r e lative t o t he position 
automatically chosen by the plo t te r will enlarge the map s i ze , 
di s placement t o t he uppe r right will dimin i sh the ma p s i ze. Once 
t he LL- position is d i g i tized, t he plotter move s automa tically t o 
tbe uppe r right po s i tion (UR) defin ed by the origina l s ha pe of the 
digitized map and by the paper format DIN A4 (HP Plot/21 version) 
or the length of the Y-axis in cm (HP ISPP version). If you 
improperly change this UR-position, distortion of your map will 
occur. If you do not want a larger paper format than DIN A4, do not 
move this position. To enlarge your map beyond A4, see II.2.15 (HP 
Plot/21 version) .. 

Caution : The automatic UR position will only reproduce the right 
proportions of the original frame if the LL and UR coordinates were 
isotropie during digitizing, i.e. the X and Y scales had equally 
large units. 

2.9 Drawing of Coordinate Scales on the Frame of the Map 

--------------~-----------------------------------------The coordinate numbers may be plotted on the frame. For each frame, 
the number of subdivisions (ticks) must be specified. This number 
influences the size of the plotted coordinate labels: normally use 
10 or 20 ticks (HP Plot/21 version). 

2.10 Full Area (Global) and Part Maps 
NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN 

After the initial dialogue when the program is run for the first 
time, a global map will be drawn, that is the entire coordinate 
range as it was digitized and stored on the map file by the program 
MAPDIG (lower left corner= F-L, upper right corner= F-Rl. Once a 
global map has been drawn, it is possible to reduce the plotted 
area of future maps, in other words to draw part maps. This can be 
done in two ways : 

- HP Plot/21 version only: by selecting a subrange of the present 
map by manually displacing the plotter penon the global map and 
digitizing the frame of the new, part map, hence new lower left 
(LL) and upper right (UR) coordinates are automatically stored. 

- Use the option "setting coordinate 
II.2.7) to reduce the section plotted, 
numbers. For additional maps, the 
reduced in the same fashion. 

frame of the map" (paragraph 
by specifying new coordinate 
plotted area may be further 
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!~;;_~:~;:_:~=~~:-!~:-!:~!-~~~-~!~~;!_ 
The size of plotted names, symbole and circles representing sample 
localities or numerical data may be adjusted by specifying a scale 
factor. The size depends on the area in square-km of the digitized 
map. The larger the area in km, the smaller the symbols. In order 
to get an idea of the scale factor to choose, it is recommended to 
take the example of a map file on the distribution disk (EXAMP.MAP) 
and adjust its F-L and F-R coordinates to your own map dimensions 
(in km). Default value of the scale factor is 1.0 or previously 
chosen value. 

2.12 Symbol Choice 

Default plotter ("firmware") symbole are: 

- Sample localities: a circle 
- Mountains a triangle (no.2 of symbol library, see 

appendix A.4) 
- Towns, villages a square (no.O of symbol library) 

Another "firmware" symbol may be selected by the operator for 
mountains and villages. The HP-ISPP version offers the possibility 
to plot "self-made" symbole, that is any kind of line-type contour 
(e.g. a flower, a house, a bar etc.). 

~:!~-~~1:::-~~~!~~~ 
The names of mountains, towns/villages and the sampling loc~lity 
identification may be plotted. If you choose this option and 
numerical datais drawn at the same time, a circle of constant 
diameter is plotted on the sample localities with its proper label. 
Numerical data numbers can nevertheless be added, but no plotting 
of circles proportional to the numerical data will be possible. 

2.14 Graphie Representation of Numerical Data 

H-------------------------------~------------
The numerical data of such a file may be plotted as follows: 

- As circles with radius proportional to the data (numbersl 
As numbers (digital 
As circles defined by 2 to 5 classes chosen according 
statistical arguments (e.g. differing in one or several 
standard deviatons). For each class the upper limit and 
the diameter of the corresponding circle ( in units 
depending on scale factor) must be specified. 
As symbole (see sections II.2.3 and II.2.12) 

2.15 Larger Pape r Formats than DIN A4 (HP Plot/21 version) 

---------------------------~--~------------~--------------
Details how to move the lower left (LL)-position are given under 
II.2.8. The automatically chosen upper right (UR) position can also 
be changed to enlarge the map beyond paper format A4, but care has 
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to be taken to move this position only on the diagonal line defined 
by LL and UR automatically chosen, otherwise distortion of the map 
occurs. To guarantee the proper displacement, we recommend to mark 
the LL-position with the "pen down" button of the plotter, then to 
digitize LL and mark again the automatically chosen UR with "pen 
down" , then to draw a pencil line through the two points and to 
position your own UR exactly on this line before digitizing UR. 

2.16 Repeating a Plot 
----------------NN-NN 
Additional plots can be made without leaving the program (dialogue: 
More readings from same map-file?l. However, the used map and 
numerical data files must be specified again and a portion of the 
dialogue must be repeated. 

2.17 Correction of a Map 
----N~------------------When plotting, if you discover errors in your map file ( e.g. 
missing linesl, you can correct them by digitizing the missing 
points on the already drawn map using MAPDIG. Be sure that you 
concatinate the old and the new map file properly with the editor 
(F-L and F-R should only be once on the map file). 

2.18 Possible Difficulties at Run-Time (Vers.for PDP 11 Computera) 

The transmission of data and instructions from the computer to the 
plotter and vice versa ( including "handshaking"l is largely a 
function of the host computer and is some times not properly set up 
( one needs to know the response timesll. This can lead to an 
overflow of the plotter buffer. Buffer overflow can occur if you 
have a lot of labels to plot or a low pen speed is chosen. Typical 
signs are irregular vertical plotting instead of horizontal one. In 
order to avoid this, we recommend to slow down the program 
execution with the "Noscroll" key of your VTlOO type terminal, i.e 
tolet the program transmit label names to plotter for e.g. 10 
seconds, then press "Noscroll" and wait until the plotter stops and 
waits for other data. Continue until the plotter draws lines and no 
more labels. If you have a lot of sample localities to plot and a 
numerical file loaded, the program might stop due to stack overflow 
or memory overflow. In that case, you have to split up the 
corresponding numerical file and the map file into several 
subunits. The sample identification of the last sample handled 
before break 1s shown on the screen. 

3. PLOTTING LABELS AND LEGENDS (DETAILS) 
0 ,. U U 11 14 11 11 U U II U I l Il 1.4 11 JI I l II JI li O Il Il , 1 Ji H U U H Il n II JI t1 1t 11 11 U 11 

3.1 Program Series MAPLAB, General Features 

-------------------------------------------Three different programs are available. They are independant of 
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MAPPLO and allow the plotting of 
types (fonts, c.f. appendix 
concern, identical : 

text 
A.3), 

using different character 
but are, what other options 

Program 

MAPLAB 

MAPLAN 

MAPLAR 

Character fonts available 

Standard firmware letters with 4 different 
character sets corresponding to 
different European languages and 
an additional set of 15 centered symbole 
(all hardware generated through R0M's 
of the plotter; cf. appendix A.3) 

Software generated "Norm" letters 
("enhanced stick set", font no.51, 
cf. appendix A.3) 

Software generated "Roman" letten1 
("Triplex roman set", font no.53, 
cf. appendix A.3) 

~~~-~f::~~~~~-~f~~~~~ 
Two operating options are available : 
- Direct mode : "Type text buffer in now [0]" or 
- File mode "Use old text stored on a file [l]. 

Direct Mode : 

This mode allows a quick plotting of one or several text lines (in 
capital letters only 11). 

Conception: 
- Put a blank or a transparent paper on top of the map to label. 
- Now you have to digitize the starting point 
- If your text is part of several lines you can store it in the 
text buffer (which can be corrected and at the end can be plotted 
at once). 
- You may correct the current text line ("Erase this line [0/lJ"l. 
- Each line typed in is immediately plotted (on your transparent 
paper 1) and you can verify its scale, shape and so fortb. 
- If you are not satisfied, you can enter rhe text/character opt i on 
section by typing@ (bold) instead of the next line. 
- Now you can modify 5 different text features, according to 
section 3.3 below, by answering <0> to the question "Modify or 
plot[0/ll . 
- After that you can continue to write text into the buffer . 
- If, after one or several trials your are r eady to plot a 
definitive version of your text type@ as last line. Then remove 
the blank or transparent sheet and answer 1 to the question "Modify 
or plot". Digitize now eventually a new starting point and answer 
<0> to the question "Start plot or modify [0/ll". 
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File Mode : 

The pre-edited text may contain a maximun of BO 
which may have up to 79 characters (one "page"). 
be stored individually on a separate file. Files 
using any available text editor. 

lines, each of 
Each page should 
may be written 

In the file mode you simply specify the narne of the file that 
contain your text and move the pen to the desired starting position 
of the first line. The text/character options are the sarne as with 
the direct mode. 

3.3 Text and Character - Options 
----~---------------------------There are 5 different features which can be specified: dialogue: 
"Select one action [l-5J or return")1 

(1) Label direction : The angle between the direction of the text 
and the horizontal may be selected, Values are between O and 360 
degrees. Default : 0 

(2) Character fonts Only the prograrn MAPLAB (standard font) 
allows a choice between fonts 1 and 5, see tables of appendix A.3). 
Defaults of the other programs, see section 3.1. 

(3) Scale factor I Smaller or larger character than given by the 
default value may be plotted. Default : 1 

(4) Character fashion : The character height, the ratio of width to 
height and the angle with respect to a vertical line (slant) may be 
individually modified (see operating manual of your HP-plotter for 
more details): 

/ / CHARACTER CELL 

LUINE / / (SLANTED) 

) 1 
1 / 

H / / ;l'J_ 'A __ ':trtC,1'c" 
CHAR ACTER 1-WIDE__j 1 

ORIGIN 1---sPACE ---

(5) pen speed in cm/sec 

Unless these options are redefined, they are valid for all future 
text lines plotted. 
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~~~~~~è:~~~f~~~~~ 
Pause-Option : 

It happens frequently that a series of maps must be labelled using 
almost the same information. In this case a text buffer, created 
either by this program or by an editor, may be plotted using the 
same scale factor, label direction and character fashion. In this 
mode, the program displays the new line at the carriage-return and 
waits until the operator presses the enter botton on the plotter. 
However, i f the pen ia not moved, the new text is plotted as if the 
pause option had not been chosen. This pause/enter plot mode 
represents a rapid semi-automatic way to label maps and permits 
ekipping of parts of the text lines. In programs MAPLAN and MAPLAR, 
the pause mode is chosen by default, that is after each line, the 
enter botton must be pressed in order to execute the carriage 
return and to plot the following line. 

Saving the Text File: 

If you have used the direct mode, you can aave the text of the 
buffer as a permanent disk file. 

3.5 Program MAPLAM (Mixed Fonts) 

--------------------------------This program centaine only the file mode option, but offers as an 
additional feature the possïbility to plot text of which each line 
( or in an extreme case each word) is written in a different font. 
The file is prepared with a text editor and must contain first a 
title line and second a line containing the option ( format Ill. 
Option 1 allows to plot mixed fonts as indicated at the beginning 
of each line. Each of the following text linea must contain all the 
information on the character type, scale etc. in the first 11 
columns and the text to be plotted can occupy the rest of the line 
(69 characters). The character type information contains the font 
number (1-5, 51,52,53 see aleo appendix A.3), the scale factor, the 
angle to a horizontal line and the pen number ueing the format 
(F3.0,F4.2,F3.0,Fl.O). Option O offers a aimpler version of MAPLAB, 
i.e. allowa to plot the 80 columns of a ·text line wi th the standard 
font (no.1) but without the possibility of changing character 
fashion, angle, and direction (only scale factor and pen speed). 

Input example for option 1: 

Title 
1 
53.,0.1745.2ROMAN TYPE LETTERS, SCALE FACT.017, 45 DEG. ANGLE, PEN 
N0.2. 

Input example for option O: 

Title 
0 
firet line 
second line 
third line 

Examplea of plotted texte are given in chapt.III. 
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4. FILLING AREAS (DETAILS) 
11 O 11 11 Il 11 11 11 11 11 Il 1t Il Il Il lt lt II Il il ft Il Il U Il li 

4.1 Defining Contours of an Area (Program MAPCON, Details) 
-~--~-----------------------------------------------------If there are several adjacent areas to fill with a pattern, the 
co111I11on boundaries only need to be digitized once and can 
subsequently be merged to forma closed contour of an ar,ea usinq 
program MAPCON (closing is a necessary condition for program 
MAPPAT). MAPCON can merge up to 20 line type segments of up to 100 
points in a map file (object code -2 and -5 ) to forma large 
contour file which ia stored with the object code -5 on a new 
special contour (map) file This file is in many cases 
incompatible with MAPPLO because of its 100 point limitation for 
one object. ln the dialogue the user is asked to specify an input 
and an output file. He is then asked to type each name of a segment 
to merge, followed by "return". If each of the asked segments has 
been found, the coordinates of the resulting contour are written on 
the output file and are shown on the screen. The program has a 
built-in recognition which inverts the sense of the coordinates of 
each segment to give a clock wise orientated contour (cf. fig. in 
chapt.I.5.2). In order to get a satisfying result, the end point of 
each segment should be as close as possible to the starting point 
of the next segment. However, it is up to the user to verify that 
the chosen segments define a closed area. 

4.2 Filling an Area with a Pattern (Program MAPPAT, Details) 
--------#~-------------~------------------------------------There are two options available: 
(1) Draw a pattern into an already digitized area (stored on a map 
file created either directly by MAPDIG or indirectly by MAPCON; 
allowed object classes:-2 and -5, that is the two line type object 
classes). 
(2) Digitize the area to be filled with the pattern at the 
beginning of the program. 

Use the first option if you have a large numher of adjacent areas 
to fill, the second is useful if you have just one or two small 
areas to fill. If you use option 1, then you are asked to specify 
the name of the map file. As in MAPPLO, you have now to digitize 
the lower left corner <LL). The upper right corner CUR) is 
automatically defined by the F-R coordinates of the map file and 
the paper format (refer to 11.2.15 for changes). If you have 
several areaa on the choaen file, the first one is now read and 
after you press the return key, the (nextl contour to be filled is 
indicated by a slow pen movement with pen up ( "trial roove") as a 
visual test in order to identify the area to be filled on your 
original. Now you have a choice between filling the area, another 
trial move or reading the coordinates of the next area. 

There are two possibilities for the filling of the area with a 
pattern: (1) choice among 16 predefined patterns (dots , lines, with 
different directions and distances, see belowl; or (2) to define 
your own pattern <in which case you must specify the line angle, 
the line density, the pen and the pen speed). Once the filling is 
complete, you can have the contour drawn by the plotter pen ( this 
might be useful if you had digitized an area within this program or 
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if a contour is not yet plotted, but already filled ). In the 
described manner, you can step through a large map file and either 
fill an area or skip it. 

Patterns Available: 

1 2 3 4 

~~m~ 
6 7 8 

9 10 11 12 

filillII] L2Ll § E2sill 
13 14 15 16 

~ fZ] ITIJ] ~ 
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Remarks on Holes in Pattern Filled Areas 

The Hewlett Packard HP-Plot/ 21 software which is used in HAPPAT 
(subroutine PSHADE) is notable to preserve blank holes other than 
squa res in a pattern filled area. The éxample below shows a 
poss ibility to circumvent these difficulties (although with a lot 
of restrictions): 

Digitize segment 1,2,3,4,5 and 6 
separately. Merge them with program 
MAPCON to form the two subareas A and 
B: A=l+2+3+4, B=2+6+4+5 

Program MAPPAT: choose twice the same 
pattern for the two subareas. Use a 
line pattern with a very small scale 
factor==> areas will be completly 
filled and you will not see the sepa
rating boundaries of the two subareas. 
Do not repeat contour with pen down. 

5. AUXILIARY DATA PROCESSING 
Il ! I Il I l tl Il Il Il Il Il I f Il If Il Il Il Il 11 11 11 11 11 Il II Il Il Il Il 

5.1 Restructuring Data Files (Program MAPORD, Details) 
-----N~-N~--------------------------------------------
General : 

MAPORD allows to generate numerical or map files of desired order 
and length by restructuring existing files. It works with 3 
different files : 
(1) The existing file which contains the right or desired sequence 
of sample identifiers (MASK file). 
(2) The existing file that needs to be ordered (POOL file), or out 
of which you want to extract data lines. This file can contain more 
data than the mask file. 
(3) A new file <MAPOUT-filel that will contain the ordered sequence 
of data lines (extracted from the POOL-file). 

Options and limitations : 

- Choice of the file to order (POOL) : You can either choose a 
numerical file (Format : 2A4,17F6.0, choice of 16 or 17 columnsl or 
a map file (format as explained in the overview of program MAPDIGl. 

- Choice of the file that defines the order (MASK) : Here you have 
two choices : 

(1) Keyboard : You have to type in the first sample identifier that 
you want to have on your new file. It is immediately searched and 
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written on the new file. If it is not found on the pool file, a 
message is written on the screen. At the end the printer prints out 
a complete list of sample identifiers not found. 
Caution : It is usually necessary to add same blanks to the 
identification searched, especially when the name is short, in 
order to find a given sample identification. 

' (2) Use an existing map file. It may contain many other objecta 
besides sample localities. Once you have specified the mask file, 
the program runs automatically and prints out a list of identifiera 
not found on the numerical file. 

To get a numerical map file consistent with a given map file 
proceed as follows : 

1. If the map file contains more sample locality identifiera 
than the numerical file, make a working copy of the map file. 

2. Delete all the unused sample locality identifiera on the copy. 
This is done manually, using an editor. 

3. In MAPORD: Define the copy of the map file as mask file and 
the numerical one to order as pool. Use the MAPOUT-output 
-file as new numerical file corresponding to your 
copied map file . 

5.2 Conversion to a GPLOT-file CProgram MAPGPL, Details) 
NN,VN,1YN-NNNl'VNNNIVN-,V,V-,v-,v,v,.,-,v,v1V,.,,.,,.,,-,,.,,vtv,..,,.,IY,_,,..,,.,,.,,.,l'VN,.,,.,,.,,.,.,,,..,,,..,,,..,l'V,,..,,IV 

General : 

MAPGPL converts a map file created by MAFDIG to a file compatible 
with the general plotter program GPLOT (Perkins, 1984), 

Limitations : 

The input format corresponds to the usual map file format and is 
CI2,I4,24Al) for the identification of the object and then as many 
lines as necessary for the coordinate pairs in format (18F7.2). 
Each object of the original map file will be written on separate 
GPLOT-subfile which contains each time two title lines containing 
the name of the object and the coordinate range of the original map 
file defined by F- L and F-R (format 20A4l, followed by a line 
containing NUMPTS, the number of coordinate pairs that follow 
(format 14), and then NUMPTS lines containing coordinate pairs 
(format 2F8.2). 

Example: 
-2RIVER1 
GLOBAL RANGE: X 

10 
508.50 
508.50 
508. 72 
508.57 
508.63 
508.50 

162.97 
162.83 
162.79 
162.59 
162.53 
162.45 

507.00 516.00 Y= 162.00 170.00 



508.36 
508.14 
507.82 
507.24 

-2RIVER2 

162.12 
162.06 
162.22 
162.01 

GLOBAL RANGE1 X= 
2 

514.73 162.02 
514.58 169.20 
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507.00 516.00 Y= 162.00 170.00 

At the beginning of the program the output file name must be 
specified together with an object class to be transformed to GPLOT
format. Once all the objecta of a certain class are transformed 
(e.g, rivers) another class can be chosen and transformed (e.g. 
boundaries) without closing the output file. 

General : 

If the digitizing program used on a given installation does not 
allow to choose the output format and/or your plotter is too small 
to digitize a big original with MAPDIG, it will be necessary to 
convert the coordinate file created elsewhere into the GEOMAP map 
file format. 

Commenta on the different versions 

The distribution disk of GEOMAP contains two examples of the MAPCOV 
program series: GENEC (conversion of Geneva-type files) and LAUSAC 
(conversion of Lausanne-type files). Instead of giving a detailed 
description of these programs, we will explain only the general 
features. 

GENEC converts a file which has a structure similar to the GEOMAP 
map file, that is the number of coordinate pairs for each digitized 
abject is known, however an abject identifier (code -1, -2 etc.) is 
missing. If the original file contains more than 100 coordinate 
pairs under the same name, GENEC cuts them automatically in 
portions of less than 100 pairs. 

LAUSAC converts files in which the nurnber of coordinate pairs of 
each abject has to be determined through counting; however, each 
set of coordinates has already a code corresponding to the one used 
in GEOMAP map files. LAUSAC does not limit the number of converted 
coordinate pairs to 100 (the necessary condition for MAPPLOI ! ). 
This subdivision of a converted file has ta be done with a 
classical editor. Therefore, we recommend not to digitize more than 
100 points under the same abject name, already during the initial 
digitizing. 
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III, COMMENTED EXAMPLES 
*********************** 

All of the following examplea have been digitized with program 
MAPDIG. This firat section centaine a detailed description of the 
anawera to be given during program run, in order to obtain the 
graphie reaulta ahown in the following section. 

1. Geographic Ma.pa 
11 11 11 11 Il 11 11 Il Il Il Il Il Il Il Il Il Il Il 

Theae examplea show the flexibility of GEOMAP in general and the 
poaaibilities to plot all or only portions of a topographie 
background map in particular. 

SWITZERLAND-1 

Purpoae: Plot of general topographie background map. 
Program used to plot: MAPPLO 
Ma.p file uaed: SUISSE.MAP 

Options chosen: 
- No numerical file loaded 

All objecta of map file plotted 
Pen speed: 36 
Line type of boundaries: default <=ll 
Pattern length: Default (0,1) 
Coordinate frame: As obtained in MAPDIG (no change) 
Size of the map:Original as digitized,no displacement of LL or UR 
Coordinate scale: 38.5 ticks on x-axia and 24.0 on y-axis 
(one tick = 10km). 
Full area map (global map) 
Scale factor for aymbols: 15.0 
Symbol choice: Default (=-1) 
Object labeling: No 
More reading from the same map-file: No 
Title placed by MAPPLO 

SWITZERLAND-2 

Purpose: The same map as before but with automatic labeling of 
point type features. 
Program used to plot:MAPPLO 
Ma.p file base used: SUISSE.MAP 

Options choaen: 
- No numerical file loaded 
- All objecta plotted 
- Pen speed: 36 
- Line type of boundariea: Default (=l) 
- Pattern length: Default (0.1) 
- Coordinate frame: Enlarged to 465.00/40.00 and 865.00/310.00 
- Size of the map: As digitized, no displacement of LL or UR 
- Coordinate scale: 20 ticks on x-axis and 13.5 on y-axis (1 tick 

= 20km) 
- Full area map (global map) 
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- Scale factor for symbols: 15.0 
- Symbol choice: Default(-1) 
- Object labeling: Yes 
- More reading from the same map-file: No 
- Title placed by MAPPLO 

This example clearly shows that the superposition of different 
objects and labels is a serious problem of automatic map drafting. 
We recommend labeling with program MAPLAB where significant amounts 
of superpositioning occurs. 

SWITZERLAND-3 

Purpose: Enlarged portion of the example above ("part map"l. 
Program used to plot: MAPPLO. 
Map file: SUISSE.MAP 

Options: 
- No numerical data file loaded 
- Part map defined by redefining the frame (see below) 
- Pen speed: 36 
- Line type of boundaries: Default (=ll 
- Pattern length: Default (=O.ll 
- Redefining the frame (smaller than original): F-L: 655.0,194.00; 

F-R: 705.00,234.00 
- Size of the map: Reduced by moving LL to the right 
- Coordinate scale: 25 ticks on x-axis, 20 on y-axis (l tick=2kml 
- Full area map 
- Scale factor on symbole: 5.0 
- Symbol choice : Default(=-1) 
- Object labeling: Yes 
- Title placed by MAPPLO 

2. Thematic Maps 
lllllllll,11l1lll11tlltlllllllll 

These examples show the various possibilities to plot numerical 
data and symbole and to fill areas with a pattern. 

NUMERICAL-1 

Purpose: Numerical data plotted as circles of different diameters. 
Program used to plot: MAPPLO. 
Map file: NUMER.MAP. 
Numerical file1 NUMER.NUM. 

Options: 
- Numerical file loaded 
- Matrix column chosen: 7 
- Circles: According statistics; new classes: Yes; no. of 
classes: 3 

Class 
l 
2 
3 

upper limit 
50.0 

100.0 
150.0 

diameter 
40.0 
80.0 

120.0 
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- complete map file (all objectal plotted 
- pen speed: 5 
- Line type of boundaries: 8 
- Pattern length: 0.04 
- Coordinate frame: As digitized by MAPDIG (default frame) 
- Size of the map: Reduced by displacing LL approxiamtely 3cm on 

the diagonal. 
- Coordinate scale: Yes (20 ticks on x-axis, 25 ticks on y-axis) 
- Full area map 
- Scale factor for symbols: 0.25 
- Numerical data: as circles (no digital 
- Object labeling: No 
- Title: left blank 

Legend: With MAPLAB (except circlesl 

NUMERICAL-2 

Purpose: Numerical data plotted as numbers (digital adjacent to the 
sample localities. 
Program used to plot: MAPPLO. 
Ma.p file: EXAMP.MAP. 
Numerical file: EXAMPl.NUM 

Options: 
lat run ( writing the numerical data adjacent to the sample 
localityJ: 
- Numerical file loaded 
- Data format: default (0 or return) 
- Data column1 2 
- Circles prop. to numbers; symbol or digit plot (not according to 

statistics) 
- Complete map file (all objecta) 
- Pen speed: 3cm/sec 
- Line type: 2 
- Pattern length: default (0 or returnl 
- Default coord. frame (0 or return) 
- Digitizing LL: original position unchanged 
- Digitizing UR: moved about 10 cm to the left (on the diagonal!) 
- Coord. scale: yes (- > plots numbers) 
- No. of ticks1 x-axis: 9.0, y-axis: 8.0 
- Full area plot 
- Scale factors 0.9 
- Numerical data: as numbers (digital 
- Label the objecta: yes <-> only villages and mountainsJ 
- Title: placed and written with MAPPLO 
- More readings from same map file: yes. 

2nd run (adds the sample identifier adjacent to the sample 
localityJ: 
- Read numerical file: no 

Ma.p file: EXAMP.MAP 
Only one object: no.l (sample localitiesl 
Use previous map to select a part: yes (0, -> no new coord. 
frame J 
Plot full area map: yes (0) 
Scale factor: 0.9 
Symbols1 Default (-1 or returnl 
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- Label the objecta: yes (-> adds the identifier of each sample 
localityl 

- Title left blank 

PATTERN-1 

Programs used: MAPDIG, MAPCON, HAPPAT, MAPLAM 
Map file used: Several ones, see below. 

1st stage: Digitizing the boundaries of the shown 5 areas as small 
segments (using MAPDIGl. Resulting map-file: CANTON.MAP. 

2nd stage: Merging properly all the segments for each area (canton) 
to result in contours (using MAPCON). Resulting map-file: 
CANTON.CON. 

3rd stage: Drawing patterns into the 5 areas Cusing HAPPAT). The 
pattera used are indicated on the figure. 

4th stage: Labeling Cusing MAPLAR and MAPLANl. 

SYMBOL-1 

Program used to plot: MAPPLO. 
Numerical file: SYMBOL.MAP 

Options: 
- Numerical file loaded 

Free format 
Matrix column: 18 
All objecta plotted at once C if symbols and boundaries plotted 
in two runs, colora can be differentl 
Line type of boundaries:default CO or return meens no.ll 
Pattern length: default CO or return meens 0.1) 
Coordinate frame: as indicated by F-R and F-L 
Size of the map: reduced by displacing LL approximately 10 cm on 
the diagonal 
Coordinate scale: yes (10 ticks on each of the axis) 
Full area map 
Scale factor on symbols: 5.0 
Numbers: return 
Symbol type for villages etc.: default Creturnl 
Object labeling: no 
Title: size corresponds to chosen scale factor 

Legend: with MAPLAR, MAPLAN (symbols with firmware character set 
no. 5) 
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NUMERICAL-2 

r·· .... 
167. 00 •' 

MOIJt,;;~·~N 
,1,·· .. 

SAMP-2 
O 17 

162.00L...,o:;.....ii:,,,:...-1. _ _.__ _ _.__-'--....L..--_.___L-_. 
ISl !SI 
ISl ISl 

t--'. C\Ï 
ISl ...., 
If) If) 

PATTERN-! 
EXPLANATION 
P: pattern no. 
SF: scale factor 
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SYMBOL -1 

Massifs externes 
Anciennes mines 
[!) AS FE 
(!) PB 
Â PB AG 
~ AU AS W 
ME PB ZN 
,i:: FE 
+ MINERALIS. 

CONNUES 

. 
If) 
CO 
If) 

. 
lSl 
CD 
If) 
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(for PDP 11 version, using the HP Plot/21 software) 

A. SOME CHARACTERISTICS OF HP-PLOTTERS WORKING WITH HP-PLOT/21 
"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""" 

A.l General 
11 11 Il II U il U Il Il Il Il 

An extensive explanation of how to handle the plotter is given in 
the hardware manual (see section A.2). Here, only those points are 
discussed, which are important when using GEOMAP. 

NOT ALLOWED MANIPULATIONS DURING PROGRAM EXECUTION: 
- Do never press the following three pushbuttons: "On line", "STBY" 

and "Local"! 

ALL OTHER MANIPULATIONS ARE ALLOWED WHEN THE FLOTTER IS AT REST: 
- E.g. "chart load" or "chart hold" to change a paper 
- Changing pen as described on p.21 of the hardware manual 
- The "pen up" pushbutton can also be operated during plotting, to 

avoid plotting a certain feature. 

A. 2 Manuals 

Software: 
Hewlett Packard 7221B/7221S graphies plotters, HP-Plot/21 software 
user's manual, part.no.07221-90015, 1979. 
HP-Plot/21 graphies software installation guide. Part no. 07221-
90028, 1981. 

Hardware: 
Hewlett Packard 7221A Graphies Flotter, Operating and programming 
manual, part no. 07221-90001, 1977. 
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A.3 Character types 
tl Il Il Il I l Il 11 I f Il lt Il Il t, Il Il Il 11 U Il 

A.3.1 Character sets 

Most HP-plotters offer the following six standard ("firmware"l 
characters sets1 

OECHIAL DECIMAL DECIMAL 
VALUE 0 1 2 3 4 5 VALUE 0 1 2 3 4 5 VALUE 0 1 2 3 4 5 

33 ! ! ! ! ! ! 65 A A A A A C!l 97 a a a a a n 

34 
,, 

" " " " " 66 B B B B B <!> 9B b b b b b ::, 

35 # # i i l # 67 C C C C C t,. 99 C C C C C C 

36 $ $ $ $ $ $ 68 D D D D D + 100 d d d d d u 
-37 % % % % % % 69 E E E E E X 101 e e e e e 

38 & & & & & & 70 F F F F F ~ 102 f f f f f e 

39 
,, ,, 

71 G G G G G 103 g g g g g !!! .,. 
40 ( ( ( ( ( ( 72 H H H H H ,c 104 h h h h h "' 

41 ) ) ) ) ) ) 73 I I I I I z 105 i i i i i ~ 
42 * * * * * * 74 J J J J J y 106 j j j j j s 

43 + + + + + + 75 K K K K K )( 107 k k k k k ~ 

44 76 L L L L L * 108 1 1 1 1 1 ~ 

45 - - - - - - 77 M M M M M X 109 m m m m m /). 

46 78 N N N N N 1 110 n n n n n 1T 

47 / / / / / / 79 0 0 0 0 0 • 111 0 0 0 0 0 I: 

48 0 0 0 0 0 0 80 p p p p p - 112 p p p p p ± 

49 1 1 1 1 1 1 81 Q Q Q Q Q ' 113 q q q q q :i: 

50 2 2 2 2 2 2 82 A A A A A A 114 r r r r r -
51 3 3 3 3 3 3 83 s s s s s s 115 s s s s s t 

52 4 4 4 4 4 4 84 T T T T T T 116 t t t t t -
53 5 5 5 5 5 5 85 u u u u u u 117 u u u u u .l, 

54 6 6 6 6 6 6 86 V V V V V V 118 V V V V V f 
55 7 7 7 7 7 7 87 w w w w w w 119 w w w w w 

56 8 8 8 8 8 8 88 X X X X X X 120 X X X X X * 
57 9 9 9 9 9 9 89 y y y y y y 121 y y y y y V 

58 90 z z z z z z 122 z z z z z . 
59 91 [ [ [ 0 [ [ 123 ( f( 

..... - ( 

60 < < < < < < 92 \ { ~ \ 124 1 1-
. . ,.., 

1 ç i 

61 = = = = = = 93 ] ] ] Ill ] 1 125 } - ............... } 

62 > > > > > > 94 A t ... il! " 
A 

126 ~ - .. ~ ~ 

63 ? ? ? ? ? ? 95 -- - - - -
64 @ @ @ @ @ @ 96 ' . ' ' 
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A.3.2 Character fonts available with HP Plot/21 

Implemented by hardware: 

ST ANDARD CHARACTER SET NO. 1 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMN0PQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdef9hijklmnop9rstuvwxyz 
1234567890 

Software generated fonts used bv GEOMAP: 

Character font no. 51 ("enhanced stick set") 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
a bcdef g h ijklmnopq rstuvwxyz 

1234567890 

Character font no.53 ("triplex roman set") 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
1234567890 

A.4 Symbol types 
n n II fi 11 .-. t1 Il 11 11 li ,1 11 11 11 11 

Set of centered symbols available on most HP- plotters: 

0 2 3 4 5 6 7 

8 9 1 0 11 1 2 1 3 1 4 

A, 5 Line types of HP Plot/21 
Il t l Il If I l Il Il I ' Il Il tt Il U li U H l j II U li U li Il II Il II Il 11 

pattern length 
- Line type 1: _,___ ......... : _ __ _ 

Line type 2: _ 
- Line type 3: _ l---
- Line type 4: __ ;_..-
- Line type 51 --•l--·--· 
- Line type 6: --L-- --- -
- Line type 7: ---!------
- Line type B:. t 
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B. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE HOST COMPUTERS USED (PDP 11 VERSION) 

"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""" 

B.l General 
1111 h uu 11 u11 o u11 

This version of GEOMAP has been written for DEC PDP-11 Q-bus 
computers running under RT-11 (adressable memory 32K words of 16 
bits). At run time this version requires a mamimum of 30K words 
(16bitsl of memory. 
The documentation available for the GEOMAP package is limited to 
the present manual and the comment lines in the source of each 
program ( on distribution disk). For each program the distribution 
disk contains a command file PROG.COM which allows automatic 
compilation and linking. The save-files have been created using the 
FORTRAN IV-compiler of march 1979 and the HP-Plot/21 library 
HPLIB.OBJ of june 1980. 

B.2 Compilation 
11 lt II Il lt U Il 11 11 Il t1 11 11 Il Il 

In order to reduce the object code toits absolute minimum, the 
compilation usually has been done omitting line numbers. 

B.3 Linki ng 
Il Il 11 lt Il 11 11 U 11 11 fi 

Most programs of GEOMAP must be linked with the 105LIB.OBJ video 
screen library which is compatible with a VT125 screen. This 
library is a collection of VTlOO compatible commande. Only program 
MAPDIG uses a graphie subroutine , originally written for a VT105 
semi-graphie screen. If only a VTlOO type screen is available, all 
CALL VT125 statements have to be changed into CALL VTlOO and the 
"display digitized points"-option of the program will not work 
properly (odd characters will appear on the screen). 

B.4 Program execution 
Il JI tl Il U Il Il •t li li Il I l JI Il 1J Il Il Il Il Il ! I 

Program MAPPLO works at the upper limit of the available memory 
space. When a numerical file is loaded and the content plotted, 
problems such as memory or stack overflow may occur ( see 
chap.II.2.18 how to overcome such problems). In some cases, 
unloading of all handlers from the system except the minimum 
necessary, might help too. 




